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A+ Certification Study Guide, Fifth Edition (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Get the book that shows you not only what--but how--to study
	100% complete coverage of all official objectives for the A+ Core Hardware and Operating System Technologies exams  
	Exam Readiness checklist at the front of the book--you're ready for the exam when...
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Dynamic Learning Dreamweaver CS3O'Reilly, 2007
Dynamic Learning: Dreamweaver CS3 is like having access to a top-notch team of your very own instructors. Written by product experts and trainers who have produced many of Adobe's training titles,  the book takes you step-by-step through the process of learning to use Dreamweaver X like a pro. 
  
  This full-color book is...
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Using Microsoft Access 2010Que, 2010

	This book is for anyone comfortable using a personal computer who needs to collect
	and manipulate information. Experience with Microsoft Access 2010 or an earlier
	version of Access is helpful, but not necessary. The book takes the user from the
	basic techniques on how to use Microsoft Access 2010 to a strong...
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Learn to Program with Minecraft: Transform Your World with the Power of PythonNo Starch Press, 2015

	You’ve bested creepers, traveled deep into caves, and maybe even gone to The End and back—but have you ever transformed a sword into a magic wand? Built a palace in the blink of an eye? Designed your own color-changing disco dance floor?

	

	In Learn to Program with Minecraft®, you’ll do all this and...
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Advanced JavascriptWordware Publishing, 2001
Focuses on professional-level JavaScript techniques, including the latest developments.

JavaScript is a scripting language designed to be used within HTML documents. For
this reason a basic working knowledge of HTML is required before you can learn or
use JavaScript. For those readers either lacking this basic knowledge or...
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Pro JavaScript for Web AppsApress, 2012


	Client-side web app development has always been the poor cousin to server-side coding. This started

	because browsers and the devices they run on have been less capable than enterprise-class servers. To

	provide any kind of serious web app functionality, the server had to do all of the heavy lifting for the

	browsers, which was pretty...
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Java Testing with SpockManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Java Testing with Spock teaches you how to use Spock for a wide range of testing use cases in Java. Readers new to Groovy will appreciate the succinct language tutorial that'll give you just enough Groovy to use Spock effectively.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,...
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Hacking Electronics: An Illustrated DIY Guide for Makers and HobbyistsMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	Bring your electronic inventions to life!


	"This full-color book is impressive...there are some really fun projects!" -GeekDad, Wired.com


	Who needs an electrical engineering degree? This intuitive guide shows how to wire, disassemble, tweak, and re-purpose everyday devices quickly and easily. Packed with...
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International Climate Agreements under Review: The Potential of Negotiation Linkage between Climate Change and Preferential Free Trade (Energiepolitik ... Energy Policy and Climate Protection)Springer, 2019

	
		Given the shortcomings of the Paris Agreement, Anja Zenker examines the potential of free trade benefits as an incentive mechanism for an effective and stable climate change cooperation of states. She addresses the question of how the specific policy design affects the success of the agreement, market and trade outcomes, as well as the...
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Web Analytics For Dummies (Computers)For Dummies, 2007
Performing your first Web site analysis just got a whole lot easier. Web Analytics For Dummies offers everything you need to know to nail down and pump up the ROI on your Web presence. It explains how to get the stats you need, then helps you analyze and apply that information to improve traffic and click-through rate on your Web...
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SiGe and Si Strained-Layer Epitaxy for Silicon Heterostructure DevicesCRC Press, 2007
What seems routine today was not always so. The field of Si-based heterostructures rests solidly on the shoulders of materials scientists and crystal growers, those purveyors of the semiconductor “black arts” associated with the deposition of pristine films of nanoscale dimensionality onto enormous Si wafers with near infinite...
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Comparing and Merging Files with GNU diff and patchNetwork Theory, 2003
This manual describes how to use GNU diff and patch to compare and merge files.

GNU diff and patch are free software. The term "free software" is sometimes misunderstood — it has nothing to do with price. It is about freedom. It refers to your freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the software. With...
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